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 There is a large body of legacy data in Excel 97 (xls) and Excel 2003 (xlsx) formats.  The layout of 
this data often provides a challenge when importing it into JMP, and can lengthen the process of 
creating an analysis.  The new Excel Import Wizard in JMP 11 for Windows will hopefully greatly simplify 
the import process and reduce the time to get to the exploratory phase with your data.  This paper 
examines the features and operation of the Excel Import Wizard. 
 The Excel Import Wizard is for the Windows version of JMP only.  There is underlying technology 
to read the Excel files that depends on Microsoft’s .NET libraries being present on the machine.  This 
makes it incompatible with the Mac.  The JMP team will continue to look for a Mac equivalent for future 
editions of the product. 
 The Excel Import Wizard is the default method of opening any Excel file in JMP 11.  When an 
Excel file is selected in the File Open dialog, or off of the JMP Home Window Recent Files list, the Wizard 
will start.  This behavior can be customized in the General Preferences pane. 
 

Basic Operation 
 
 The initial default view for the Wizard is shown below.  There is a preview pane, a worksheet 
settings pane that contains settings that can be customized for each Worksheet in the Workbook that is 
being opened, and then some general settings that apply to all Worksheets. The default settings are that 
column headers start on the first line that is found with content, and that the data starts on the second 
line.  If there are several Worksheets within the Workbook, the same settings will be applied to all the 
Worksheets. The example below has one sheet called “Worldprod”. 
 

 
 



We can see by inspecting the preview that the first line isn’t really desirable for column headers, 
and that it would be better to select the second line.  Also, the data starts three lines down from the 
headers.  At this point, we can just quickly click the spin buttons for Column headers start and Data 
starts to the values of two and five and the preview looks much better (below).  These are numbers that 
you would see in Excel for the Worksheet, not the preview.  The preview will refresh every time a setting 
is changed.  At this point, we can press Import to open the table in JMP. 
 

 
 
 
 The Excel Wizard will remember the dialog settings across invocations of the dialog, and even 
the JMP session, if the number of Worksheets in the Workbook is the same between invocations. If the 
number of Worksheets is different, the Wizard assumes that you are using a different workbook and 
that you need to specify new settings for that Workbook.  If, at any time, you wish to return to the 
default settings of one for Column headers, two for Data starts along with all of the other dialog 
settings, simply press the “Restore Default Settings” button. 
 

Multiple Worksheets within a Workbook 
 
 The Wizard also allows for individual Worksheet settings to be specified in Workbooks that 
contain multiple sheets. The settings will be retained across invocations if the number of Worksheets 
remains the same.  To specify settings for each Worksheet, first uncheck the Use for all worksheets 
checkbox.  At this point, the settings for each Worksheet will be the current Wizard settings.  An 
example is shown next, where there are three Worksheets in the Workbook.  To preview any Worksheet 
in the Workbook, simply select the Worksheet name in the list at the top right of the dialog.   



 

 
 

In this example, “Team Results” needs to have the column headers start on line three.  The Data 
starts on row edit box will increment automatically when you press the spin button for Column Headers 
start on row.  If the start of the data is more than one line down from the start of the headers, you can 
use the Data starts edit box to alter that setting, like we did with the Potato Production example.  For 
this example, there is also a Worksheet called “Planets” that requires a change.  When you change the 
settings for the Worksheet, a checkbox in the Worksheets list will be selected to indicate that you are 
using settings that are different from the settings that were in use before you unchecked Use for all 
worksheets. 
 

 



Source Script 
 

Whenever you open a Worksheet, a table script called “Source” is creating in the resulting JMP 
data table.  This script allows you to rerun the import operation with the same settings that were 
specified in the Wizard, but without invoking the Wizard again.  So, if the data has changed and you 
would like a fresh copy, you can just run the table script and open up a new copy of the data within JMP. 
 

The picture below shows all of the settings that are retained in the script. 
 

 
 

Additional Options 
 
 There is a second pane to the Wizard that is reached by pressing the Next button.  It contains 
options that are less commonly used.  Replicate data in spanned rows takes data from Excel merge cells, 
say Cells A1..A3, and makes sure that each row value within JMP contains the data in the merge cell.  In 
JMP, that might mean “Column 1”, rows one to three. 
 

 



 The Suppress hidden options will not import rows or columns if they are hidden within the Excel 
table.  For this to work, the entire row or column must be hidden within the Excel Worksheet.  If 
individual cells are hidden, the results can vary.  Most of the time the individual cell will be shown.  The 
Data ends edit fields allow you to specify a termination row or column for your data.  This is useful when 
you have extraneous information at the end of the file, or you want to truncate the number of 
observations that you import. Treat multiple column header lines as hierarchies will be described later.  
When you are finished with the settings on this page, you can either select Import to open the file 
immediately, or Back to return to the first page settings. 
 

Concatenating Worksheets 
  
 It is common to have Workbooks that contain multiple Worksheets with data that is of a similar 
format.  Financial data with each Worksheet containing the data for a particular month is a frequently 
seen example.  In prior versions of JMP, you would need to open all of this data into individual JMP 
tables, and then clean and concatenate it after import.  The Excel Wizard simplifies this task, particularly 
if the format is consistent.  This next illustration shows a typical example. 
 

 
 
 The Workbook has twelve Worksheets, each containing some revenue data by country.  There is 
an extraneous TOTAL that would be better left off of the final imported table.  First, the Column headers 
need to be changed to three.  This will change Data starts to row four, which is fine.  Next, the Data 
ends on row needs to be set to twelve to omit the TOTAL row.  Finally, the Concatenate worksheets and 
try to match columns checkbox needs to be checked.  This will combine all twelve Worksheets. To make 
it easier to identify where each observation originated, we can check the Create column with 



worksheet name when concatenating checkbox.  This will produce the preview below, which will match 
what you will see in JMP when you import the table. 
 

 
 

Data with Hierarchies 
 
 Sometimes data is organized in an Excel Worksheet such that the data contains both row and 
column headers with important information regarding the data.  Suppose you had rainfall data for San 
Antonio, Texas, USA.  The data might be organized by year and month in a format like this: 

 

   2011     

    Q1   Q2 

State County City Jan Feb March April May 

TX Bexar San 
Antonio 

2.66 .49 .01 .03 .84 

TX Travis Austin 2.92 .48 .09 .27 3.65 

 
 Within JMP, if you wanted to use Table Summary, it would be important to have both the 
location and date data for each observation.  The “shape” of this data makes it awkward to use in JMP 
as is.  The Treat multiple column header lines as hierarchies setting can help with this.  It tells the 
import mechanism to create a stacked table containing all of the elements of the column hierarchy.  The 
row data for location is imported as usual.  It is often useful to also make sure Replicate data in spanned 
rows is checked as well.  In this case, we want any data for merge cells to be replicated in the stack table 



result.  In the next picture, you can see an example where the Treat multiple column header lines as 
hierarchies was specified on page two of the Wizard.  The more important thing to notice in this case is 
that the Number of rows with column headers was set to three.  This tells the importer to use three 
lines in the creation of the hierarchy data.  All of the data in those three lines of column headings will be 
replicated as row data for the relevant observations. 
 

 
 
 It is now a simple matter to import the data and rename the column headers for the hierarchy 
entries to Year, Quarter and Month. 
 

JSL 
 

All of the import settings that are available in the Wizard are available through JSL.  The Source 
script that is created when you open the Excel worksheet into JMP uses the same syntax that you would 
use in JSL.  This was shown previously.  The easiest way to specify the options within JSL is to open the 
file using the Wizard one time, open the resulting Source script in the JMP data table, and copy the 
Open command syntax into your JSL script.  Once you become familiar with the syntax and layout, you 
can just write your own JSL scripts without using the Wizard first.   

 Two notable differences between the Source script and full JSL programming involve the use of 
the Worksheets command and the Sheet Settings command.  A Source table created from an Excel 
worksheet will have just the settings necessary to open that Worksheet again.  In JSL, you can have JMP 
open multiple Worksheets at one time, and you can specify different settings for each Worksheet that 
you will open.  An example of the JSL to do that is: 

 



dt = open("c:\Excel Wizard Demo\MultipleDiffSettings.xlsx", 

 Worksheets({"Planets", "Team Results"}), 

 Use for all sheets( 0 ), 

 Concatenate Worksheets( 0 ), 

 Create Concatenation Column( 0 ), 

 Worksheet Settings( 

  1, 

  Has Column Headers( 1 ), 

  Number of Rows in Headers( 1 ), 

  Headers Start on Row( 2 ), 

  Data Starts on Row( 3 ), 

  Data Starts on Column( 1 ), 

  Data Ends on Row( 0 ), 

  Data Ends on Column( 0 ), 

  Replicated Spanned Rows( 1 ), 

  Suppress Hidden Rows( 1 ), 

  Suppress Hidden Columns( 1 ), 

  Treat as Hierarchy( 0 ) 

 ), 

 Worksheet Settings( 

  2, 

  Has Column Headers( 1 ), 

  Number of Rows in Headers( 1 ), 

  Headers Start on Row( 3 ), 

  Data Starts on Row( 4 ), 

  Data Starts on Column( 1 ), 

  Data Ends on Row( 0 ), 

  Data Ends on Column( 0 ), 

  Replicated Spanned Rows( 1 ), 

  Suppress Hidden Rows( 1 ), 

  Suppress Hidden Columns( 1 ), 

  Treat as Hierarchy( 0 ) 

 ) 

); 

 
The Worksheet Settings command requires the index of the table for which the settings pertain, 
followed by the settings that you would like to change that are different from the default settings.  In 
this case, the “Planets” table has headers that start on row two, and data that starts on row three.  
“Team Results” has headers that start on row three, and data that starts on row four. 
 

Conclusion 
 
 The Excel Wizard in JMP 11 for Windows provides a variety of options to specify the shape of 
the data within the Excel Worksheet, and to quickly import it into JMP.  For cases where the data is 
always in the same format, retained settings make this even simpler.  Options to concatenate 
Worksheets and to use column headers to specify hierarchies simplify the task of getting the data into a 
format that JMP can quickly utilize for powerful analysis and visualizations. 


